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It's not just the giant sharks who are upset, the others are also very upset... it's rare to see such
behaviour in M! They are a proud race! It is the intelligent ones, the world dominators!

The little China is not in their presence. The little Chinese are no match for them?
Enough to see ......

"Oh, deputy, you always talk like this about how great China is, but what is great
about it? The first thing you can say is that they are really good.We know you have a high status,
but it doesn't mean that whatever you say is true. As we all know, the radicals in the country or
intellectuals who think they have some knowledge, plus a bunch of old schoolboys, are always
talking about how great China is! Haven't you ever been out of Area 51? Oh, I forgot, you've
been at the base for over a hundred years and really don't know the outside world! Look at our
land, there are Hwa Hsia people coming on pilgrimage in every place! They can't be driven away,
they can't be scolded, they can be humiliated!" The giant shark T4000 said triumphantly.

After he finished, several people echoed the sentiment, this was the picture they
saw, not a single adulteration, except that some of them, just like those in Giant Shark T4000's
mouth, had read some books and studied the history of the Chinese, and then made the same

arguments as the deputy captain, only unfortunately. You can never wake someone who is faking
their sleep ......

After all, when you are awake alone, or when a few people are awake. You can
never wake up a group of people who are pretending to be asleep, no matter what.



Because it is their pride, and if you strike their pride, you are insulting their
dignity! That is something that no one wants to accept!

That was the case with that group of people, led by the giant shark.

He said that the deputy captain had not been outside the base for years, but how
had the sharks themselves ever really understood how the Chinese community had changed in the
last few years?

They no longer see M as a place of pilgrimage, they just see it as a place to hide

from crime after having the most economic criminals in the world in M. Criminals all run to M.
This is no longer a pilgrimage paradise, but the strongest haven for criminals ...... It is ridiculous
that this group of criminals still hold their own companies in M and then think, how can they

offset the economic crimes and return to their own country ......

The deputy captain looked at the giant shark still so blindly convinced of what
China looked like decades ago, and he had countless others to echo his remarks, and this is what
hurt his heart. History always moves on, and the wheels of history will crush the victors who still
stand complacent in their positions back then!

The deputy captain said with a smile, "If you had really infiltrated inside the more
orthodox traditional Chinese martial arts clans, you might have known that they, the orthodox
clans, would not have been tainted with purple energy. And what we are spreading out might just
be the same policy that the Dragon Sect is trying to propagate, we might be helping the Dragon
Sect to do the graft! After all, this group of powerful people from the Dragon Sect, they don't have
purple qi around them either!"



At these words, the whole room erupted!

The giant shark was shocked and his entire being felt turned upside down!

The Chinese orthodox heritage clan was indeed something they couldn't infiltrate
no matter what! After all, the more orthodox this race is, the more they believe in the saying, "If
it's not my race, it's different. So no matter how much resources they were given, or money they
were given, or whatever, they could not enter them to cultivate.
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After all, they will also keep up with the times, once they find out that the person's blood is not

full of Chinese blood, they will definitely not recruit! This is externally, but internally, they are
also extremely strict, and when they recruit a foreign disciple, they look up the person's ancestors
to see if his or her roots are clean! Then they will also trace his past, and only finally to look at the
other person's roots, so cautious and strict checks, to be honest, even if they can buy to train

traitors, but really can not infiltrate ......

After all, if you want to brainwash a person, it's a long time to do it day and night.
And then if such a piece of the past is missing, the other side will immediately know that the

person has a ghost!

This is where the horror of China comes in, it is better to believe it than not to
believe it! Meaning, once the slightest flaw appears, the other side simply denies it ......

"That's impossible!" The giant shark finally smashed and said, honestly, it hit him
too hard!



They thought to themselves, made a good? Shan Shan Wu Ai Yi Wu picketing

service? Hands and feet, and then to the head man, but to help the Dragon Gate as a graft, this let
them this group of conceited and proud people how to accept!

"Deputy, you must be talking nonsense!" The mellow voice of the giant shark

T4000 said in a low voice, expressing his anger!

The Deputy Captain's icy voice resumed, "It's not like you weren't at that stop
fifty years ago! You also took part in that stop fifty years ago and decades before that. Tell me
yourself, in that group of Huaxia's bottom powerhouse, did they show signs of purple energy?"

Once this statement was made, the giant shark T4000 was directly silent and did

not speak.

The deputy captain felt the silence in the virtual conference room and breathed a
sigh of relief. After more than ten years of deduction, he had finally discovered something

extraordinary, it was just a pity that he had never had the chance to publish it in a big way,
because he was afraid that it would cause displeasure to this group of people!

If he hadn't happened to find this opportunity, also out of the same two Purple Qi
powerhouses, Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren, he really wouldn't have known how to find an

opportunity to say these words, so that this group of people would raise their spirits and then face
China again!



After all, even if they had said that they had won the battle at that stop decades

ago, had the Holy Lord ever said that they had won? The Holy Lord didn't say that, so that means
they didn't win ......

Just so as not to discourage this group of people, the Holy Lord also took it as

silent and did not comment. So the group was allowed to think that they had won. Of course there
was still suspicion back then, but then the whole world came on pilgrimage to M, which made
them even more convinced about the conclusion that they just won big!

"Then, no matter what, we will kill Lin Hao and JunWu Ren!" A voice finally rang

out from a man who had been silent for a long time, he was no longer dwelling on the victory and
defeat back then and the various statements now in the present, he didn't care how M was

developing at the moment, that wasn't something he had to pay attention to, all he cared about

was what would happen next to these people of extraordinary strength!

"Yes, the purple qi is a divine collection of things, no matter what, we can not let
them in China, after all, the divine collection of such things, can perfectly accelerate the strength
of the strength of the person refinement countless times, and the weird thing is, China now has

thousands of years of unused purple qi divine collection, once they each innate master use it, there
will be countless great success, even break through the great master Once each one of them uses

it, countless Grand Masters will emerge, even breaking through to the Grand Master! Everyone
here knows that the Chinese Ascended Masters are even more powerful than the average T2000
level cyborg, and some of them can even match the T3000!"
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When it comes to fighting a T3000 level powerhouse, this group of people immediately thought

of the Dragon Sect. The strongest warriors inside the Dragon Gate were the strongest warriors in
China, their strength was terrifying and their will to fight was even more difficult for ordinary

people to reach. Some of their T3000 level cyborgs would have some stage fright even when

facing this group of warriors ......



"We must kill them both, no matter what!"

A chorus of echoes rang out, the deputy captain T4000 went straight to silence,
the seriousness of the matter was completely lost on this group, all they wanted was to deceive at
all times.

He glanced sadly towards the ceiling, there were some things that really weren't
his to change. And what about the Holy Lord, what was the Holy Lord thinking? Why did the

Holy Lord never care, no matter what happened, why did he never care what the future held for

his people when he was the head of all the Mechanics?

Is it really like the saying that goes around that the superpowers, are all
cold-blooded?

Perhaps so.

After all, the powerful rioted in Western Europe, killing and injuring countless

people. Yet Pope Peter treated them like grass, without remembrance or care. He even took power
in their bodies himself.

He couldn't do it. ......



Looking at the man who was plotting, Deputy Captain T4000 fiddled with his

iron hooked arm as he pondered his next plan.

Inside his bedroom, there was a projection of a map of the world, with China, the
Bear Kingdom, and East Japan marked in order of colour in deep red, red, and light red ......

On the high seas.

While following the signs of the high seas, Forest Wolf T4000, who was
participating in the meeting, looked ahead. In fact, at the moment of the death of the Iron Wings

T3000, his mission on this trip was a complete success before, but because of this meeting, his
mission, did not end here!

Because of the theme of this meeting, that was the killing of Lin Hao! To cut off
the news that the Chinese martial arts world could use the Purple Qi from him forever! Let the
Chinese martial arts world always regard the Divine Hidden Purple Qi as dross!

Sensing that Lin Hao was coming at a rapid pace, it was finally time for the Forest
Wolf T4000 to speak his mind!

He was a newly promoted T4000 level cyborg and had only just been exposed to

Legion meetings, so he didn't dare to happen much. The T3000 level members, not to mention
making remarks, many of them were not even qualified to participate in this meeting ......



"Everyone, the King of China, Lin Hao, is less than two minutes away from me! I
will definitely live up to the Holy Lord's high expectations and kill the King of China and Jun Wu

Ren! I will make sure that this secret is cut off from them forever!"Wolf of the Forest T3000 said

solemnly.

The giant shark exclaimed, "Good! Forest Wolf will definitely bring back his

corpse for dissection by us!"

"Yes, he is so strong, he must have an unspeakable secret, we must bring back his
corpse. If? Shanshanxi zero yifu yipao? Once we have studied it thoroughly, when the time
comes to create a few functions, our strength will be refined a lot more!"

Many people shouted.

They did not have the slightest doubt that the Forest Wolf T4000 would be able

to kill Lin Hao, and they believed that once Lin Hao dared to come and meet with the ForestWolf,
then he would definitely die! And there was no doubt about it!

Even though the sea was now filled with warships and weapons from all countries,
they had already received word that World War III would not be fought!
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Because, when thermal weapons can control the powerful, the ZF department will not cause too

much of a stir because of the powerful.



Peace, always the theme of the world!

Even the M's would not like to see any degree of war. Of course, a war of the
same level, not a crushing war ...... For a crushing war, they are still happy to wage it ......

"I will!" Forest Wolf T4000 said with a smile, his heart incomparably smug.

Another credit to be made?

Today could be the day of one's rise to power!

I was worried that I hadn't saved the Iron Wings T3000? The Wusanzai zero

flicker of service? But everyone simply ignored the life and death of the Iron Wings T3000 and

began to divide and share the regenerated hearts. Perhaps that was the interest.

But it was just what he wanted, once he killed Lin Hao and brought his body back
to Sector 51, then he would be the biggest contributor to the Mechanical Legion into the 21st
century!

He was already about to enjoy the joy of victory.

Excitement and exhilaration, countless emotions in his heart, it was hard to

express ......



Not only him, but the entire top echelon of the Mechanical Legion was in

excitement because the conspiracy was about to succeed and their fears were about to end. They
didn't need to go out and take the trouble to solve a big problem, as for whether or not this trouble
was eradicated, they didn't care, all they cared about was not disturbing their holiday ......

Flying out of the signal shield, Lin Hao stopped.

Forest Wolf T4000 froze for a moment, "What's going on, why did he stop, is he
scared, damn it! It's amazing that the place where he stopped is just above the marine territory of
Western Europe, I wouldn't dare to offend in this territory!"

The giant shark felt the scene and immediately roared, "Does this Lin Hao sense
danger! Cunning Chinese, to retreat at the slightest hint of danger! Damn it, damn it!"

"Cowardly Chinese! Damn them all! Is our reckoning really just going to go
nowhere?"

"Damn it! I think it's sensing more and more troublesome things!"

"Guys, don't worry, even if he fears death now, he will never back down, you
know he is capable of doing anything for his wife! From what we have learnt so far, Shen Xiyan's
body is in great need of the Heart of Regeneration, and now that the Forest Wolf happens to have

the other half of the Heart of Regeneration on him, then the odds are that Lin Hao will go ahead.
Even if he is blocked by the Dragon Sect, but with his character, he will definitely come to grab



the Regeneration Heart! So, he will definitely die!" A sensible T4000 level cyborg powerhouse

said calmly.

Hearing such a sentence, everyone's breath calmed down.

The deputy captain had just thought that it was something that could be looked at,
to wait and let Lin Hao die a little slower so that they could be impressed internally that China was
developing at a high rate and let them be on their guard.

But just like this reminder just now, this Lin Hao is a complete and utter reckless
man! A man of strength overwhelmed by love!

A powerhouse with super strength, yet he is wrapped up in worldly ennui, it's still
ridiculous ......

"King of China! Don't you want the Heart of Regeneration? I have it in my hand,
don't stop, come here!" The Forest Wolf T4000 shouted at Lin Hao, his voice was loud, like a
radio transmitter at sea, the radiation range was wide, everyone could hear it, even some fishing
boats passing by or even people on top of cruise ships on holiday could hear it clearly.
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They inexplicably heard such a sentence, each of them looked at each other, and then asked the

people around them if they heard such a sentence ......



The cold smile on the corner of his mouth was strong when Lin Hao, who was
answering the satellite phone, heard such a phrase, and at the same time there was a burst of joy,
there really was!

He was trying to find out if this person had the Heart of Regeneration on him, but
the way he couldn't wait to tell himself, he seemed to think of himself as prey ......

"'Killed' their T3000 level cyborg and made them angry? Unfortunately, this is
just the beginning!" Lin Hao said darkly.

The matter of the Rhythm Regeneration Heart was something Lin Hao had taken to
heart and would never forget! Anything that could threaten Shen Xiyan, Lin Hao would not turn a
blind eye to!

"I am Yuan Wu." A dull voice rang out next to Lin Hao's ear, this call interrupted
Lin Hao's original thought of calling Shen Xiyan.

"Yuan Wu?" Lin Hao murmured, then asked, "Someone from the Dragon Sect?"

"Right." Yuan Wu nodded and didn't ask how Lin Hao knew the reason why he

was from the Dragon Sect.

Because he didn't need to think about any of this, Lin Hao had stayed and worked
together with Jun Wu Regret for a long time. Most of the information Jun Wu Regret knew would



have been told to him? The reason for this was that he didn't have to think about it. After all, Jun
Wu Regret is the one who is going to enter the Dragon Sect!

It's just that they hadn't counted on the Lin family's Lin Hao to be so outstanding,
so they had been wrong.

But this is also a surprise for them ......

A powerful mid-Grand Master superpower, how much of a deterrent he is, no
need for Yuan Wu to say.

Lin Hao knew about the Dragon Sect not really because Jun Wuhui had mentioned

it to him excessively, but because of what the Iron Wings T3000 had told him a short while ago.

He didn't really know much about the Dragon Sect.

"I don't know what the genin called to see me about. I've already asked Brother

Jun to secretly repatriate the Iron Wings T3000 back home. I heard that the Dragon Sect was

keen to lay hold of an advanced cyborg back for research, only it seems that because they didn't
catch each other, they would all blow themselves up. But now there is a chance, the Steel Wing

T3000 personally begged me for mercy, only his request is that he is willing to cooperate with
your research, but he does not want you to imprison him to study day and night, I also hope that
the genro can respect him. After all, people surrendered because of me ......," Lin Hao said with

more respect.



Faced with the sudden arrival of the Dragon Gate, Lin Hao could only be forced to
accept it. Only the request that the Iron Wings T3000 had made to him before, Lin Hao still
repeated it for him.

It wasn't that Lin Hao wanted to threaten the Dragon Gate, nor did he have any

distrust of Lin Hao, but he didn't want the Iron Wings T3000 to be imprisoned too cruelly inside

the Dragon Gate again, leading to self-destruction, and then he wouldn't get a report on the
research of the robots.

Then a subsequent conflict with the mechanical legion would remain a
bewildering unknown, and Lin Hao still felt somewhat troubled. After all, a so cooperative traitor
willing to cooperate with their research, when the time thought that a certain person a certain factor
this traitor died, he died or not, for Lin Hao does not matter! What mattered was how much of his

secret was researched before he died.

Tianhai Bund!

The phone Yuan Wu was holding trembled violently, grabbing the cyborg, and it
was the Iron Wings T3000!

"Yuan Lao, what's wrong with you, are you not feeling well? Is something wrong

over in Western Europe?" His men asked anxiously, the genin's body reacted so much, could it

be, that something went wrong? Was this M Nation's mechanical army really that terrifying? It

was even more terrifying than the ones they had fought before?
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"No, not physically uncomfortable! Rather, it's too comfortable!" Yuan Wu shouted excitedly.

"Xiao Ce! Do you know what the Lin family master told me just now? He said he

had captured a cyborg! And it's an Iron Wings T3000! It's a T3000-class cyborg, alive! And
there's more to it, he's an Ironwing!" He then shouted, his voice starting to tremble!

The Dragon Sect had been trying for so many years to capture a cyborg and use it
for research, but no matter what they did, they never got what they wanted, and now, now this

chance! Here it was!

Could he not be excited? There were not many things he wanted to pursue in his

life, and the biggest wish in his heart was to find the weakness of the mechanical army, because
he? Lu Fuzhan Xi Ai Wu Fuzhan Closed? couldn't let go of the security of his homeland!

Now! They can finally solve the depression caused by the Mechanical Legion!

"Genro, this Lin family master, he is too terrifying, isn't he? He's so powerful that
he was able to bring the Iron Wings T3000 to its knees? But you must know that the Wings of

Steel is one of the most advanced of the second generation of robots, covering almost all the
technology of the entire Mechanical Legion! And he will also be involved in the third generation

of cyborgs! Once we get hold of his secrets, we will know most of the secrets of the Mechanical

Legion!" Xiao Ce's military aura was strong, and the more he spoke, the more excited he became.
The aura of iron blood boiled up in his body.

"Haha!" YuanWu was so excited that he laughed loudly and cheerfully, in all these
years, nothing had made him happier than this one!



"Elder Yuan, don't get too excited, your body is important!" Xiao Ce hurriedly
went up to assist him.

But the old man pushed him away, and his body, which was as old as a bell

before, was now like a tough warrior, with an attitude of a man who can't be defeated, as if he had
returned to his old days of vigour and vigour!

He is so happy! It's a blessing for all of China!

"Can I not be excited? This Lin family head is a great blessing to us!" Yuan Wu

said, "This second generation of robots is incredibly powerful and has many secrets! Now that we

have received news that the Mechanical Legion has obtained the Regenerating Heart of Western
Europe, I'm afraid that in the near future, we will be able to create a third generation cyborg! We

were discussing before that if we didn't even have control over the weaknesses of the
second-generation robots, then if the third-generation robots went into battle, I'm afraid that our

Dragon Sect disciples would suffer again! Good thing, good thing that the heavens have goodness
in them ......"

The second generation of cyborgs is so terrifying, if the third generation of

cyborgs is really researched by the M country, I'm afraid the world will really be in chaos,
thinking about that image, Xiao Ce is trembling, because with the M country's hegemonic mind,
who knows what he will do?

"Xiao Ce, go and inform Qin Hu and Yang Long now, and tell them to go and

greet Jun Wu Regret, and remember, make sure you give the greatest salute! He is a meritorious
servant, and the approval department had better speed up the process of his joining the Dragon

Sect, if this matter has to be delayed, I want to see who treats the Dragon Sect as a backyard! Tell



them what Dragon Sect is all about! If we don't hammer some people at Dragon Sect, I'm afraid

that group of people won't even know what Dragon Sect is for!" Yuan Wu pounded his fist on the

red flag car next to him and a huge hole was dented.

An old man, surprisingly has such strong strength, I'm afraid that back then was

also a strong man, it's just a pity that the years are merciless, in his face, leaving all the
marks ......
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A feeling of a hero in his old age, rampant on his face ......

"Yes!"

Xiao Ce looked at the old man? s service to cover the west love to close the wu

service? back, knew that he was going to clear the Dragon Gate, think about it, nowadays at this
time, if there was some kind of chaos, who knows what great things would happen?

Lin Hao could feel the two talking and could hear the old man's thick, strong but
old voice. Listening to his words, Lin Hao looked up at the east and thought to himself: with such
an old general, why not worry about the prosperity of China?

After chatting briefly with Xiao Ce, Yuan Wu immediately went on to say to Lin

Hao, "Master Lin, this time, you are again a great credit to China!"



Lin Hao's body shook slightly at this sudden appreciation and praise. This Yuan
Wu's identity was not ordinary, that was a Dragon Sect power level figure, his words were too
deep in force!

"Elder Yuan, this is all what I should do." Lin Hao said, except that his eyes kept
staring ahead.

Above the open sea, it was becoming increasingly dangerous. Countless powerful
people stood on the boundary line of their own seas, a leap of power within them, a crisis, growing,
above the sea, which was not calm, and now the waves were slowly raging up in a big,
congratulatory way!

"No, Lin family master. This Iron Wings T3000 to the Dragon Gate role you may

not have thought of at all." The patriarch said calmly.

"The Dragon Sect has been rubbing shoulders with the Mechanical Legion for

decades, and knows the horrors involved! And the other side iterates so quickly, the technology in
it is so subtle, we have never been in control of the other side's cracking code, under today, there
will be a third generation machine out immediately, once the third generation machine appears,
their strength will be extremely terrifying, at that time, Dragon Sect will have a large number of

deaths again!" The Genro's voice was slightly icy.

"The Dragon Sect is not an enemy of the world, it only defends the borders of

China!"

Lin Hao nodded, aware of the thousand year old philosophy of China. After all,
this Chinese frontier, what should be developed, the ancient sages, the high patriarchs and saintly



ancestors had already fought almost, and what was not incorporated into the territory, most of it
was some barren land.

Lin Hao looked ahead and did not mean to rush, "Elder Yuan, I wonder what you
need to instruct me to do for your sudden visit."

The Yuan Lao immediately said, "Haha, cough ......" He was so excited and

forgetful that he had almost forgotten the real purpose of this visit to Lin Hao.

He moistened his throat,: "Lin family master, above the high seas, we do not want
you to go out, after all, above the high seas, but the default territory of M. Although Huaxia is
strong, but it has only revived a few decades of heritage, it is no match for the heritage of M! But
the soul of China is definitely not comparable to that of M! So, let's hope that's the end of it."

Dissuaded?

Lin Hao lowered his eyebrows, then shook his head, although the Yuan Lao was a
very strong and respected elder! But Shen Xiyan is also very important, he definitely will not let
go of Shen Xiyan regardless!

Although the Wolf of the Forest T4000 is strong, it is not invincible!

And the more he knew about the Mechanical Army, the more he felt the terror of
the other side. Of course, he was not afraid of the Mechanical Army, but that did not mean that

Shen Xiyan could wait!



Time does not wait for anyone!

Nor will chance stand still!

It was self-deceiving to carve a boat for a sword!

Seeing that Lin Hao did not speak for a long time, Yuan Lao continued, "Lin
family master, a gentleman ......"

Lin Hao directly interrupted Yuan Wu, "Elder Yuan, this trip is another reason why
I have to go. Your dissuasion, and your reminders are appreciated by me."
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Genbu paused, and suddenly there was a note of despondency in his tone, "Isn't there any
possibility of retreat?"

"The strength of the ForestWolf T4000 is not comparable to all the opponents you
have encountered before!" Yuan Wu reminded.

Lin Hao smiled, "Elder Yuan, my mind is made up. Sorry, I'll hang up on this."



With that said, Lin Hao hung up the phone straight away, he knew Yuan Wu's
intentions and he would remember the kindness of the Dragon Sect, but stopping him from saving

his wife, that was something no one could do!

He didn't even want to listen to what Dragon Sect Yuan Wu had to say about a

gentleman's revenge not being too late in the decade, because he didn't want to ruin the
impression of the Chinese Dragon Sect in his heart. Some people would choose to throw

something away to commiserate!

But he, absolutely not!

Over there Yuan Wu ate without taking the satellite phone off his ear, quietly
looking at the sea in the darkness, in a trance, despondent, and then instantly tens of times older.

He looked at the message of Lin Hao in his hand, heavy with love and affection.

Looking at the story of his journey with Shen Xiyan, Yuan Wu then fell silent, yes,
how can he persuade others to let go easily without his human feelings? Isn't that a joke?

But when he slowly put down the message in his hand, his gaze, then sharp, once
to travel through the stars ......

Today, Yuanwu is not broken until it is broken!



Straight to the Grand Master!

It's not that there aren't any Grand Masters in China, it's not that China doesn't
want to advance to Grand Master!

It's just that some people have chosen to retreat in order to avoid war, and have

simply backed off, causing the heart of Huaxia's wariness to decline, forcing it to listen to the
threats of the Hundred Clans and having to choose not to advance to Grand Master!

But, this did not mean that China could never again advance to Grand Master!

At this moment, he also slowly learnt that war could not be avoided by retreating

and giving in. A single retreat would make some people feel they could be bullied!

A flash of light, dazzling like a curved moon in the sky, just for a brief moment,
was to vanish straight away, like a ladder cloud vertical firework, only faster than it was,
dissipating in the blink of an eye!

But it was such a quick dissipation that many people caught the light!

"Damn, how can one advance to Grand Master in China! Suppressing Cang for a
hundred years, are all the efforts to be turned into useless?" A voice from the clouds of a deep

mountain shouted angrily.



But the visitors on the mountain did not notice the voice, only the birds and beasts
in the forest trembled and were uneasy.

"Humph! Lying for hundreds of years and forgetting the Ming Extermination

Martial Incident? Open the mountain if you are able again? Shan zero Yi DiWu Serving Shan Wu?
And out, that great battle decades ago, we have not forgotten!"

"Oh, it's been decades, the past is in the past, we shouldn't stay in the past, but
should look to the future." Another voice joked.

"Dao He, don't be your peacemaker, you're the only one who can do things that
don't take advantage of both sides!" The gruff voice sneered.

"Yuanwu has advanced to Grand Master, if the Ancient Sect is not pleased, they
can open the mountain gates and let my Dragon Sect lance kill! That stop forty years ago, the
Dragon Sect will not forget!" That voice with military might rang out again.

This time, it was even more majestic and carried the aura of killing!

What had happened forty years ago? What happened forty years ago that made

this man so nostalgic, and even more so, that these ancient clan's strongest men would not

mention a single word?

"Taotie, there is no need for you to keep an eye on us, you also know that we will

not come out even if we are sitting down."



Taotie sneered and said, "Then it's best not to come out! Don't think that I really
don't know about the incident in the East, you old undead sneak out to scout, just because I don't
say anything doesn't mean that I didn't see it!"
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When Taotie's voice dispersed, the whole valley was silent, but invisibly, a pressure, gradually
spread among the crowd.

Finally, I don't know who it was, but he gave a soft hum ......

Yuanwu's advancement to Grand Master broke the checks and balances and the

rules that were set back then, so the guys who had let the whole ancient clan fall silent could no

longer rest in peace, plus the fact that the ancient prison in the East was shaken and a hint of breath
leaked out made them feel like they smelled hope ......

At this moment, the already tense relationship was once again ambiguous ......

"I'll go take a look." After Yuan Wu said these words, he directly disappeared

from his original place, the place he went to was the high seas of this part of Western Europe, with
his speed, he could soon arrive ......

Lin Hao seemed to feel the qi in his body tremble violently, and then looked

incredulously in the direction of China, someone advanced to the Grand Master?



Isn't it said that the Chinese qi luck, it is difficult to support a more grand master

to advance? This ......

Just a little thought, he advanced, Jun Wu Regret advanced, long ago broke this
rule, perhaps this rule inside, there are unknown secrets ......

Exploring China, he had found many powerful and muddy innate patriarchs, and
he could be sure that these peak grand masters, he did not see.

It was just that these things were not clear to him, and no one had told him ......

Shaking his head, Lin Hao stopped thinking about this matter and instead took a

deep breath and dialed Shen Xiyan's phone number.

Shen Xiyan was being anxious beyond belief, trying to figure out what to do
everywhere, and Anna's side had even dispatched countless people to look for signs of Lin Hao.

Night One, who was hiding behind the crowd, had red eyes. Madam was so

anxious, it was hard on his heart! He was thinking, what if big brother saw this scene, what should
he do?

But the Kallang River battle, he was so weak that he wasn't even cannon fodder!



He was now an Innate Patriarch with superb perception. So what was happening
inside, he was more or less able to feel ......

Inside, the raging power rampaged through, countless strong people fell, and those
countless times stronger than him even directly lost their lives in a short moment, he had the heart
to go, he was determined to go, but he also knew how much of a gap there was between himself

and his big brother today ......

"Lin Hao!" Shen Xiyan cupped her mobile phone, and when she saw Lin Hao's call
come in, she squealed with unbridled excitement.

Just a squeal, and now everyone on the floor looked over!

Boris also looked at Shen Xiyan, Lin Hao still had time to call with Shen Xiyan at
this time? Was this a farewell call? Or was it?

His heart seized and he was a little reluctant to imagine any of the images that
would follow.

There was silence inside his headset, and then another voice emerged, "King of
China, is he really going to fight a T4000 level powerhouse?"

"Can he win the fight?"



They had experienced victory and the joy of victory because of Lin Hao, but now
when they saw Lin Hao going forward to a higher level battle ground with the strength of the
moment, the surge of excitement they had? The heart of Lin Hao's family began to change. Their
hearts began to turn strange ......

The voices of the crowd that had not been optimistic about Lin Hao before
resounded again ......

"I think he'd better not go, after all, T4000 level powerhouse, only a nuclear
bomb can suppress it, his body today is really no match for a T4000 level powerhouse ......"

"Yeah ......"

Heywell suddenly coldly snorted, "Humph!"

He did not say anything, just a cold snort that made the people who had been

singing the praises of the people lose their voices at once.

Chapter 1410

"Remember, people have done you a favour! Politicians are a bunch of profit-oriented fools!"
Hywel went on to say, ? The ground cover closed service Xixi Lu Yi? Randomly also saw Lin

Hao direction, just now that briefly lost the monitoring of the screen, he actually missed what

kind of information ......



After that brief battle, the Iron Wings T3000 seemed to be caught into a vacuum

field, and then when he reappeared where he was, it had exploded, falling in a shower of blood,
did he really fall ......

I think so, the scale of that explosion is clearly the scale of what happens after the
core chip is destroyed ......

"Xiyan!" Lin Hao's heart trembled violently, he could hear the trembling in Shen

Xiyan's voice, he could also feel Shen Xiyan's worry and anxiety ......

His heart was hard, but he knew that he could not immediately appear in front of

Shen Xiyan and stroke her hair, telling her that he was fine ...... he had more important things to

do ......

"Lin Hao where have you been, I'm really worried about you!" Shen Xiyan's voice
was tinged with tears, she had a moment where her heart was overwhelmed beyond measure, like
she was going to lose Lin Hao in this life ...... When this feeling appeared, Shen Xiyan's entire
being collapsed straight away ...... she couldn't accept it... ...

Lin Hao was uncomfortable, unbearably uncomfortable! He wanted to

immediately appear in front of Shen Xiyan right now to comfort her and tell her that he was fine,
but he couldn't!

The Wolf of the Forest T4000 still carried the Heart of Regeneration, which was
the only divine treasure he knew of that could save Shen Xiyan's brain field. He also knew that



once the Wolf of the Forest T4000 returned to the territory of M, the chances of him snatching it

up next time were very slim ......

His heart of invincibility is still there, but the power of the M country he also

gradually clear, but also know that he can not delay the time ......

"Xiyan I'm fine, I can get to you right away." Lin Hao endured a trembling vocal

cavity to keep himself calm and collected.

Shen Xiyan immediately shouted, "I don't want to be able to immediately, I want
you to appear in front of me right now immediately!"

Lin Hao knew Shen Xiyan would say this, but he couldn't give Shen Xiyan a
straightforward affirmative answer, ahead, there was still a crisis ......

The strong enemy of the high seas is still there, and he doesn't mean to go, which
is why Lin Hao can call!

He felt the other party's strong killing intent, and he was waiting for himself to go

over ......

"Xiyan, I'm sorry. I can't do it." Lin Hao finally couldn't stand it and said with a

weak trembling voice, shaking his head.



Shen Xiyan froze, when had there been a time when Lin Hao would reject himself

outright in front of his own face? Did he not love himself anymore? Or why?

Shen Xiyan tears flowing, she directly hold squatting on the ground, looking up at
the distance, she and Lin Hao heart and soul, she can feel as long as Lin Hao can, he will appear
directly in front of his heel ......

"Honey, you're in some kind of trouble! I can actually face it together with you."
Shen Xiyan spoke.

She had experienced a lot of things with Lin Hao and knew a lot, so it was
inevitable for her to think in this direction ......

Lin Hao's heart warmed, "Wife, no need. After I finish the matter at hand, I'll
come to you right away, wait for me, I'll find you right away!" After saying that Lin Hao directly
hung up the phone, he could no longer go calm and easy to listen to Shen Xiyan's voice ......

"Whatever you are t a few thousand, I will make you, pay the absolute price!"
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